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ANNOUNCEMENT

It is brought to the general attention that the Provisional
Revolutionary Committee has moved from the battleship Petropavlovsk to quarters in the “House of the People,” Lenin Prospekt No 39 (fourth floor), and it is instructed to apply there for
all certificates and instructions.

Spite of the powerless

It is three days since Kronstadt threw from
itself the nightmarish power of the Communists, just as 4 years ago it threw off the power of the Tsar, and of the tsarist generals. For
three days, the citizens of Kronstadt have
breathed free of the party dictatorship. The
Kronstadt Communists’ “great leaders” ran
away disgracefully, like guilty little children.
They saved their skins from the danger that the
Provisional Revolutionary Committee would
resort to that beloved means of extremists, the
firing squad.
It was a vain fear. The Provisional Revolutionary Committee takes revenge against no
one, threatens no one. All the Kronstadt Communists are at liberty, and are unthreatened by
any danger. Only those are restrained who tried
to flee and were taken by the patrols. But even
they are located in complete security, in a security which guarantees them against revenge by
the populace for the “red terror.” The Communists’ families are inviolate, just as all citizens
are inviolate.
And how have the Communists answered

Yesterday, March 4th, at 6 P.M., an assembly of the Conference of Delegates from military units of the garrison and from trade unions
took place at the Garrison Club. Its purpose
was to hold by-elections to the membership of
the Provisional Revolutionary Committee, to
hear reports on the current moment from various locations, etc. 202 delegates took part in
the Conference, the majority arriving straight
from work.
The sailor Petrichenko, President of the
Conference, announced that the Prov. Rev.
Com. was overloaded with work, and that it
was necessary to add to its forces. The addition of at least ten more people to the five
current members of the Committee was required. Twenty candidates were nominated,
and the Conference elected the following
comrades by an overwhelming majority of
votes: Vershinin, Perepelkin, Kupolov, Ososov, Valk, Romanenko, Pavlov, Boikov, Patrushev and Kilgast. After the election, the
new members of the Committee took places
in the Presidium.
After this, the Conference heard the detailed report of the President of the Prov. Rev.
Com., the sailor Petrichenko, on the Committee’s actions from the moment of its election
up to the previous day. Comrade Petrichenko
underscored the full battle readiness of the entire garrison of the fortress, and of the ships,
and the enthusiasm which filled all together
and each individually, from the workers to the
soldiers and sailors. The meeting greeted the
newly elected members of the Committee and
the President’s concluding words with stormy
applause.
Moving on to business, the Conference
considered first of all the question of produce
and heating material. It was made clear that the
town and garrison are fully provided for both
produce and heating material.
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workers were assigned the internal guard breaking scenes are being played out in the
of the town, since the sailors and soldiers town. The wives and children of the workers
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According to reports, meetings are being priations in the South, including the murder of
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Then reports from various places were events in Kronstadt are discussed. The work- Socialist Parties to be unacceptable, left the
given by comrade sailors who had broken ers’ attitude is on the side of Revolutionary ranks of the Socialist-Revolutionaries Maxithrough to Kronstadt from Petrograd, Strel- Kronstadt, and they are trying in every way malists because of these reports.
Recently I received information from a
na, Peterhof and Oranienbaum. From their to make contact with us. The Communists are
information it is seen that the populace and preventing this, throwing all their forces into completely trustworthy source that this was all
workers of these towns are being kept by the observation of and spying on the workers, sol- one of the means of party struggle by the Communists, and that the court was forced to acquit
Communists in total unawareness of what is diers and sailors.
The course of arrests has intensified, es- the Maximalists. The press, located in the parbeing done in Kronstadt. Provocative rumors are being let out to the effect that some pecially among the sailors. Sailors are forbid- tisan hands of the Communists, was studiously
kind of gang of White Guards and generals den to be absent from the ships. Commissars silent about this.
In strength of the above, I ask that I no lonand Communists are occupied with intensiis running things in Kronstadt.
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The entire assembly took place under near the moorages of the battleships Gangut
and Poltava.
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